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Abstract
This paper addresses the key issues that go into the making of a heavy truck wherein steel made parts are used in the making of a chassis , so here the
challenge for both for the bodyframe designer of the automobile industry and the sheet metal designer of the steel industry to come up with solutions that not
only addresses problems relating to the lowering of the weight but also making it strong enough to bear enough loads taking into account changes in
materials used , kinematics – differences in body angles that affects the velocity of the actions directed , how parts connected not only in the truck but also in
the processes followed including changes in design  and thereafter the prototypes to be tried out in the face of oncoming changes . A pentagonal framework
that includes open cost modelling as well a business model that talks of creating a value streams in consonance with the changes for the uncertain future
 has been included.

Introduction

Building Resilience through Cross Industry Team Collaboration
Collaborating with Cross Industry teams other than that of your domain for innovating products has become very interesting with an approach that is
“universal and easy to handle” .

In this paper the examples of two industries have been taken wherein Steel Company’s Sheetmetal team works along with a Heavy Truck Manufacturing
Company’s team in developing the chassis of a truck .

Objective of the paper

1. Identify all the processes that can be taken as “indicators” that go into the development of the body frame of a truck using steel made parts
2. What are the “areas of dispersion” in the quest for innovation that can be investigated from the aspect of “productivity and in�uence”1

Design of the study

1. First, this paper has been divided into four parts viz. a) Core Materials used that forms the genesis, b) Kinematics ( motion of points, objects and systems
of groups of objects) c) Connecting pieces ( stacking up the things ) d) Prototype Development

2. Secondly, An additional factor i.e. Open Cost Modelling has been used to understand where can we cognitively accommodate changes as we touch
various exploratory endpoints.

3. Pentagonal Framework and a business model have been used to understand the changes that have the potential to succeed based on options and
applications2

Purpose of the Study

1. Think of ways to enhance the scope of your assets
2. Have an order that can be standardized as a process

Core Materials Used That Forms The Genesis
As the Chassis of a truck is the 2nd most expensive part of a truck  next only after to the engine so coordination between a Steel Company and the Automobile
Company becomes important3 

Here we can have " Shared Storage Facilities"  for both the "Sheet Metal Designer" of the Steel Company and the "Body Frame Designer" of the Automobile
Company , Based on "Applications" both the companies will make investments

The knowledge gathered and elaborated has to be stored within  speci�c databases , encompassing all facets like  the "design , redesign , assembly and the
disassembly" times of target components and thereafter verifying their compliance with the target values 

Here both the companies need to map operations in terms of their criticalities i.e. high and low slopes to study "deformation, cleanliness, material type and
coating/painting processes"4

Those working in different tiers of sheet metal design and testing can look for groups of products with similar characteristics to create "production batches
that minimize the cost"  of ful�lling production orders or negotiate with Body Frame Designers of Automobile companies and their associates like even their
auto component manufacturers to go in for some adjustments in terms of shape , pattern , sturdiness  .5 

Sheet Metal Designers can share data and have instant feedback with the Body Frame Designer Clients for studying product dimensions going out of
tolerance limits highlighting the "Taguchi loss function" and how should they further design their experiments6 

True earlier also even without this hyperconverged storage platform the executives of steel and automobile companies used to communicate but what
difference this " Hyperconverged Storage Platform" will make . This so called platform will  Help them Document new use cases , based on origin , scope ,
bene�ts and degree of complexity , create new schools of thought be it for “instance viewing of product , service and process innovations” as entirely different
processes and the other viewing all three as essentially same processes7 
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For Instance both  Sheet Metal designer and the Body Frame Designer can study data based on "the swiftness of the metal used in the making of the body
frame a)  " like estimating the parameter of the forces that   actually act upon the said structure ,   b) forces exactly "applicable on the said regions of control
of  the said structure created like chassis, suspension and bushings   , c) what and how should the "different kinds of forces react against the layer that is
coordinating the decision in moving of the steering and the axle " andd) how should the "forces controlling "  get allocated/ distributed  .8 

Get Instant Feedback on the Milling Program 

1 The Sheet Metal Designer of the Steel Company gets to know " which continuous caster (CC) is to be involved " what "kind of steel grade" is to be used   "
number of prede�ned blocks " whose latest �nish time  will actually precede the due date of the  element being demanded by the Automobile Company 9

2. For instance develop table or indices for Heat affected Zones as to where to check the” hardening of the martensite islands that disrupt elastic/plastic �ow”
during loading , understand where to cut down on “martensite fraction” and where to “ increase the ferrite grain size” to decide on the strength of the Dual
Phase Steel ( DP1000, DP1200)  used for automotive products10  

3. Get to discuss about the level of thickness and the hardness to be set ,   "loss of standard rolling length of work rollers due to jumps,"and decide where to
use Ant Colony Extended algorithm .11 

Through Digital Twins both  The "Sheet metal Designer" and The "Body Frame Designer" can monitor and replicate physical plants , predict maintenance ,
increase the uptime where the equipment is operating at peak e�ciency 12

Here bigger advantage will be from the development of “Numbered Point Clouds” where different kind of information can be stored from the Engineering side
like – Specs , Drawings , Documents , Models , Analysis , Geotechnical information , Original Equipment Manufacture speci�cations 13

Both the steel and the truck manufacturer can have a dedicated cloud for cabin , cowling functions and "Local Business Logic"  has to be used  based on the
problems faced in operations as a "part of the sequences that can be mapped" and structured . 13

Local connectivity in terms of providing the data to understand for both Automobile Body Frame Designer and the Steel Company’s Sheet Metal Designer ,
“what are the forces of reaction that act in separating a roll “causing deformation forming stretch” and it is here that intelligence in the edge will help when it
comes to deciding as to where should  setting up of  the position of the cylinder regulator merit ,share joint feedback about the function of the cooling bank ,
how much of water pressure jet be applied to remove the level of oxide layer to be applied on the slab as It can affect on the painting of the truck’s body   or
where should the “looper be placed in �xing up of the strip tension”for reducing the thickness so as to bring down the weight of the truck if the speed of the
truck has to be raised and the consumption of the fuel  has to be brought down .14 

Both be it the Sheet Metal Designer or the Body frame Designer both despite having access to each other's data Graduation Intelligent Manufacturing System
(DT-GiMS) processes15 

will be there to ensure appropriate safeguards are in place through a “Distributed Grid Architecture” as ES ( Echo State POD) Kubernetes Operator - with
"custom resource de�nitions" for providing User Access16 

and set of   "controllers" working to analyse between two “States Of Queries” what is desirable and what is actually to be provided with three layers in place
like  , Input , Reservoir, Output ( Readout)  Layer  17

Using Reservoir Computing principle. (a) A Recurrent Neural Network with �xed weights is used as a reservoir to encode information from a time-dependent
input as well support the same  with output weights  trained with a linear regression. (b) Reservoir Computing �owchart. The successive reservoir states are
�rst computed and thereafter used for training or validation.18

Even minute details like the use of lubricant to bring down gaps or anti peeling systems or using of the run out table for cooling or that of operating of the
co�n schedule , every operation can be protected by tickets through Digital twins19 

Sharing of data regarding " in�uences of material properties " the hardening exponent , the young modulus and the Yield Stress" and the parameters for
forming " feed amount per driving roll revolution and the level of friction coe�cient " to make the bumpers of the truck more sturdy and appear more lighter in
terms of aerodynamic styling 19

Use Local AI toolkit ( a Raspberry Pi - the USB accelerator, to piece things together to form images to get projections on the roll force ,20 

the roll moment and growth rate of the ring diameter with the increase of hardening exponent or to measure deformations21 

Innovations like The Self-organizing map (SOM) support vector machine (SVM) models , multilayer perceptron neural network (MLPNN where weights are
assigned adjusted using backpropagation Updation technique with area control error (ACE)   to forecast day-ahead prices of electricity , arrival of raw
materials to plan production schedules  . Even Radial Basis Function Network ( is a type of feed forward neural network composed of three layers, namely the
input layer, the hidden layer and the output layer. ) can be used to study the tension on the material , thickness of the material, regulate the armature and �eld
currents applied to the motors.22

Here through Digital Twins , Point Clouds , common Dashboards both Steel Industry and the Automobile industry executives can detect anomalies and cross
check with each other �rstly based on ongoing process phase , secondly using classi�ers on the input data as "Expected", "Warning", or "Critical" and allowing
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decision forests algorithm and decision jungle algorithms to decide . 23

With Additive Manufacturing coming in “complex structures using multiple materials without assembly or excessive waste” where even interferences in the
form of vibrations matter or where "noise and high temperature" and communication over the range is a concern like where a furnace is used 24

Places where Authentication is required  like the operations in Blast Furnace in the Steel Industry can be registered on the blockchain can be veri�ed by the
Body Frame Designers ( Cab and Cowling)  in the Automobile ( Heavy Commercial Vehicles )  and come from sources using their own private keys25

And jointly developing solutions for “charge program , raceway program , gas cleaning program , blowing program” and suggest where are the steps that need
“a new string of manufacturing set-ups” or places / steps where the string of manufacturing set-ups needs to be reworked ,In this way  Given the cost of each
block, an initial solution corresponding to a best combination of blocks is found by solving a shortest-path problem.26

Even images through Real-world image Denoising (RID) dataset containing 200 pairs of high resolution images with diverse scene content - like picture taken
from the angle where the  ladle , slag drain , bosh is placed can be shared .27 

Problems like heat loss , gas velocity in the tuyere or infrared thermography can be jointly discussed in how to reduce "the risk of burning " for the particular
part of a would be body frame .28

In this way we allow provider-to-provider (or B2B) business models to take shape that includes this kind of  value co-creation [e.g., [29], [100]] between highly
trained professionals29 

Kinematics

Let us divide Kinematics into areas like “ Engine Block , Gear Box , Rear Axles , Propeller Shaft and Chassis Development “ 

First we have to understand as to what does Kinematic mean 

It means handling “Changes in motion” through inputs like “changes in energy and momentum” and how can directions be in�uenced through continuous
speed curves that can be used to link positions . We should also keep our eyes open to inverse kinetic measurements like “Smoothness of the motion and
temporal coherency”” Concept of the space of Targets” and the extent to which the "End Effector" can reach.

Added to this the difference comes in from how robots are able to generate " velocities " that can span the complete tangent space where the in�exion is
taking place.30 

So where can all Eight  of these can make a difference - ( 1. Engine Block- Power Plant Designer ,2. Clutch , 3. Gear Box Designer , 4 ) U joint , 5 ) Propeller
Shaft Designer , 6 ) Rear Axle Designer - from the automobile industry and 7 ) Sheet metal Designer and 8 ) Blast Furnace Operator from the Steel Industry can
make a difference . 31

So serious thinking should get in the areas of " joints " and how they offer us some constraints , and "where is the target" being oriented   and where it cannot
be reached “distance between the (sub‐)root and the target set ; even if this distance is larger than the total sum of all the inter‐joint distances even if target is
located at a distance from the root ,  understand whether we can bend the kinetic chain to reach the target  even if the distance is smaller be it inside the inner
circle of the radius “or outside the outer circle of the radius . 

Prediction Engines have to used to analyze " stride to stride time intervals " , Stride length and Step width �uctuations , Joint angles ,Trunk Accelerations
,Relation between discrete and continuous variables 

Stride characteristic variables are "discrete variables" and the "joint angles and trunk acceleration" signals are continuous variables.32

With this comes in the bigger issue as to how do we “decompose a rotation” through a reference coordinate system in a manner to avoid singularities . Where
do we use the Jacobian matrix for the robot, which maps “joint velocities into task space velocities” and how do we calculate the “mass distributed” when it
comes to “controlling the position of the centre of gravity” of the articulated chassis of the truck  .30 

Should SDLS ( Selectively Least Damped Squares)be used as it will cause the chassis of the truck to “oscillate less “during jerky movements ,by calculating
the relevant smallest singular values and their corresponding vectors through Cholesky decomposition where the damping factor works by adding rows and
columns for the triangular matrix and its transpose.30 

We can use   Multi-variate Gaussian distribution models (MGDMs) a using a ‘sport’ data set of  “n” no of different sequences for as many  DOFs ( Degrees of
Freedom ) identi�ed for the chassis and the Cabin Cowling system movement especially what happens in the joint space between the target and the end
effectors  . Here Augmented Reality (AR) , Virtual Reality (VR) and Mixed Reality (MR) can be used to identify as many “no of frames of poses” (FOP) for
Turning Radius Problems  to calculate the Mean Square error during turning , the joint space “MSE  in radians” and “target distance MSE” in metre . 33

The Question how should the Tools ( spare parts ) coordinate when the truck accelerates or deaccelerates , minimum “time feed rate” pro�le by intersecting all
the constraints due to the drives in an iterative algorithm, where both “tangential jerk and axis jerk” are taken into consideration.

But what happens when angle pro�le is not that smooth and sharp corner of the said angle can consider “tangential value owning to singularity near the areas
of connection” , create problems when the stage for acceleration and deacceleration varies .34  
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So can we have Actuators and sensors working inside a truck all connected through a “closed visible light path tube” with an algorithm managing the “signal-
to-noise ratio” SNR from the commands initiated at the Dashboard processed by the Gearbox and the clutch pedal and passed on to the Engine Block 35

Here the intelligent gearbox will read signals for acceleration based on “time “, “ sensitivity to speed” and “angles” recording during turning radius events ,
calculating differences on the number of samples acquired per revolution, measuring  frequencies related to the discrete geometry in rotation , Managed
through a supervised classi�er based on Arti�cial Neural Networks (ANN) such as the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)36

Now there can be problems for local optima used for which choosing of the “�tness particle” from the  “hidden units comprising weights and biases” through
a control code upon activation of the hidden unit becomes a challenge but it can be handled by   running through  techniques like “ Regrouping of Particle
Swarm Optimization” (RegPSO) which can  identify the structure and the parameters of the training samples collected . 37

In Restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) which is a speci�c bipartite undirected graphical model which is possible as the truck achieves varying stages of
acceleration and deacceleration,  which is all but a two-layer architecture, in which the visible units v = (v1, v2, …, vm) are connected to hidden units h = (h1, h2,
…, hn) including connection between two neurons of the same layer

After completing the last RBM training, the state values of the RBM hidden layer can be inputted to be classi�ed based on functions relating to linearity,
logistics to handle classi�cations for the samples that are mutually inclusive and so on so forth SoftMax classi�er can be is used when the classes of data
are mutually exclusive.

In this process the error between standard output and actual output can be used to �ne-tune all the parameters like vibration transients38

Under such a complex system sensors and actuators can have high chances of rendering faults which can be checked by creating a “table of degrees of
freedom”  speci�ed based on which adaptive multi-layer perceptron (MLP) will by updating weights based on the parameters speci�ed using the concept of
extended Kalman Filter39

Now with clutch by wire system ( CBW) coming in place Actuators are more likely to be used as the brushless  DC Motor while running will need this actuator
to “transmit signals” to give shape to task functions catering to parameters speci�ed for the working of the clutch pedal as against earlier system of using
 cables and hydraulics to transmit signals  . 40

Clutch by wire system ( CBW) connected to the ECU ( Electric Control Unit ) will help it to decide when to disconnect the engine from the transmission – when
coasting downhill to cut down on fuel consumption or reduce emissions 

Should a direct control valve controlled by a actuator be in place to enable solenoid control of the clutch directly, rather than via several control valves
contributing to quicker gear shifts, a more direct mechanical link to the engine and improved packaging.

Say from 6 speed automatic transmission to 8 speed automatic transmission which there in cars but if tried out for trucks it will increase the ratio between the
top gear and the lowest gear contributing to faster acceleration and climbing performance in low gears .41 

Just look at Optional hydraulic impulse oil storage (HIS) opens up the possibility of the “start-stop function” , multiple power take-up elements including the
torque converter, the hybrid drive, and the integrated power take-up element can really contribute42 

Power Take up elements can be in the form of electric oil pump (EOP) and an algorithm controlling for the automatic transmission (AT) considering the �ow
rate and e�ciency calculated according to the operating temperature of the AT �uid43

What if the gearbox does not have a not have a clutch, and shifts are synchronized using the traction motor.44

Or should we look at ten-speed transmission with “closer spacing between the gears” allowing the engine to operate in an optimal range at all times with
varying load and terrain conditions for heavy duty trucks .45 

What if we break up truck duty cycle based on operations like for “Refuse, Distribution , Transit Bus , Construction and Dump Truck Operation” where
software’s can have functions like  "Neutral at Stop," that will “reduces or eliminate the load on the engine” when the the said truck is stopped. All what is
required are “in�nitely variable combination of shift points" supported with real-time operational data46

If controls can manage fuel injection so why not sense the load capacity that can either lift or lower the axle without relying on the driver, maximizing time with
a raised axle and enhancing traction.Gaining traction when backing under trailers in soft soil or low traction conditions* Improving maneuverability when the
lift axle is raised* Saving money on tolls where lift axles are not charged if lifted47

Having sensors to measure the suspension's de�ection as a load is imposed to that of having the front , rear axle weights and the gross weight, displayed on
the dashboard .Load Cells is also a wonderful idea as sensors will not work if the truck  if a truck is going on and off a land�ll site , Inclinometer can sound a
warning if a truck is becoming unstable during tipping, What should be done to stop the front axle from being overloaded , what should we do to stop torque
up of the packing plate as too much rubbish is packed into the body as a result, Having “a blade to eject to distribute the load” if the axle is overloaded or do
we diminish “load di�culties in a multi drop work” . 48 

Are Rear beam axles to be replaced  with “3-mount independent rear drive axle module” where in ultra  light-weight thin metallic carrier housing is used along a
low-offset hypoid gearset (style of spiral bevel gear whose main variance is that the mating gears' axes do not intersect).49
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Or let us even look at this way that Instead of simply letting the trailer axles roll, cannot we think of integrating an electric machine there, With the e-axle,
energy can be obtained when braking, which can be used to supply the units of the truck. Just think of refrigerated trailer, the savings can amount to 10,000
euros per year. If the cooling system is operated with the generated energy, this could save up to 9,000 liters of diesel fuel per year .50

Let us look at the concept of Command Area Network being �tted to the trucks of rear-axle drive with new set of chips allowing for decentralized over-the-air
updates via the cloud to work . Additional interfaces such as CAN with �exible data rate (CAN FD)  allowing for the eLSD (electronic limited slip differential) to
be networked with the integrated brake system IBC (Integrated Brake Control) can work wonders 51. 

Just think of Cold-formed rolled spline ( cold rolled steel)  being used to eliminate the need for machining, which can cause stress fractures and premature
failures and look at “Extra-quiet gearing for diminished noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH); and a wide ratio range to cover a variety of straight truck
applications.52

Drive Axle with differential lock of higher Ratios and better spread  

HEAD TO HEAD: Like many, Galaxy Insulation and Dry Lining prefers the extra capacity of 26-tonne 6x2s to simple 18-tonners, running two of the main
contenders. But which is best?53

Concern that extra weight can potentially increase tyre wear on the rearmost axle, even when the vehicle is unladen or should we also not look into the aspect
of how to go about “improving traction and aiding of manoeuvrability “when the truck has to move into space that is con�ned and does “hydraulic steering
rear-axle” certainly help in terms of improving “the turning circle” and reducing tyre scrub . How does additional overhang bother , so we not think of having an
option that locks up the rear axle via a dash button to overcome this problem. 

Other Considerations : 

1. How can the air suspension distribute the additional load between the axles . 

2. 1High capacity front axle is essential if the vehicle is to be used on multi-drop work with relatively heavy cargoes.

3. Does the truck operate without the forklift on the back. As this can change weight distribution and handling characteristics of the vehicle. 

HEAD TO HEAD: Like many, Galaxy Insulation and Dry Lining prefers the extra capacity of 26-tonne 6x2s to simple 18-tonners, running two of the main
contenders. But which is best?53

4. Should we use Electric Turbochargers or Two Stage Sequential Turbochargers . In Electric Turbochargers an e-booster - separately forces air into the
impeller of the smaller of the engine's turbochargers , This  e-boost has to be  powered by a separate 48v electrical subnet system. 54

Connecting Units 

Different Units in factory how should they be connected .

Like Units ( Hot Rolled , Cold Rolled , Blast Furnace )  in a Steel Industry focus on Sheet Metal be connected with the units ( Engine Block , Axles , Gearbox )  in
a Automobile ( heavy vehicles ) Industry focus on feasible and agile body frame  of main and sub parts 

Clarity : where are the "opportunities to integrate the platforms" , "solutions to analyze real time activities carried out in processes throughout the  logistical
ecosystem" , collect large information and process them regarding" location and changing physical parameters"

Discrete Finding : understand where to build "intelligent value streams"to �ll the time gap between  the occurrence of events and their corrective actions. Get
the best out of  speed, location and productivity of resources in real time.

foresee the value of technologies like Blockchain -  where one can have access to the network to see what is happening at any given time or to follow any
changes in real time.

Why Blockchain : It will make us have the bene�t of “Decentralization” multi-centre collaborative authentication model is proposed 

Each time stamp incorporates the information of the previous timestamp into its random hash value to enhance the previous timestamp information. because
of the uniqueness of the data, the “traditional trading mode” and “platform operation mode” cannot well protect the interests of both sides of the transaction
and there are certain hidden dangers in the transaction process55 

So what are the challenges  “Adaptive rent-seeking” and “matching between resources supply and demand sides”.

See Public Seeking Platforms have not established “ Adaptive Rent Seeking “ and “matching mechanism of the resources” . 

Characteristics of  Business Resources such as “dispersity, magnanimity, randomness, commonweal and heterogeneity”.

Questions are raised on the “utilization ratio” and “overall bene�t of the system are not ideal”. 

It will increase the transaction cost , also make resource demand and supply parties to withdraw from the “strategy choice behaviour” of the public service
platform
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The platform is not that secure which can cause – “unauthorized access” to and tampering leading to “illegal misuse” or “misappropriation of the right to
allocate and use resources” and the right to deferred payment, Distributed Scheduling 

We can have a “computer distributed data storage, point-to-point transmission, encryption algorithm, consensus mechanism and other technologies.”  Block
chains can be generally understood as an “Excel table without central management,” which has limited functional permissions, such as "add", "query",
"modify", "delete". The table also stores different contents for different tasks. In essence, a block chain is a rule, and in general, it is a process in which a group
of people who abide by the rule jointly record contact information55

Let us understand how Blockchain can make a big difference 

Blockchain is composed of blocks , From the name itself, the block chain is a system composed of blocks and linked by chains; 

from the form of expression, the block chain is a distributed account; from the technical point of view, the block chain is a distributed chain database. from the
point of view of users, block chain is an information sharing platform without third parties.

 Block chain is the next generation of infrastructure in the process of social development, is an infrastructure to solve the credit problem, based on such
infrastructure all social activities will be credible, people can rely on across the credit barrier to return to the essence of things

Core Aspects 

1. Distributed account books. Transaction accounting is performed by “multiple nodes distributed in different places, and each node records a complete
account”, which can participate in monitoring the legitimacy of the transaction.

             2 .  The transaction information stored on the block chain is public, but the “account identity information is highly encrypted” and can only be accessed
under the authorization of the data owner,

3. “checkout nodes” reach a consensus and can determine the validity of a record

4. To give intelligent contracts a shape we can have some “ prede�ned rules and clauses to be executed automatically “ . 

5. Even this Internet of Things( IoT)  may not su�ce , even though it collects and manages all the information through a central organization , there can be
“lifecycle and security problems of the equipment “

6. Through Blockchain we can have a “centralized area of architecture” 

The data blocks in the block chain are connected sequentially and form a data chain which can not be tampered with. The timestamp attaches “a set of real
data which can not be forged for all transactions”. It is very helpful to crack down on counterfeit and inferior behaviour in real life.

Both The Steel and the Automobile Company can have Flexible programmability which will help them  to “standardize the existing market order”. At present,
the “ market order of the society is still not standardized enough, such as the government's subsidies or tax or duty exemptions for Steel or Automotive
Components  ,the misappropriation of charitable funds and so on. Means both the companies “will have a standardized form of Market Order” By using the
“programmable property of block chain technology”, we can “embed a piece of code” to specify the “future use scope of the assets” while transferring the
assets, so as to solve the above problems thoroughly.

At present, using block chain technology, III M has reduced the time spent on dispute settlement from more than 40 days to about 10 days, and saved about
$100 million in costs. Combined with the Internet of things technology, block chain can also achieve strong sharing of logistics information and coordinate
logistics activities. Manufacturers and retailers can also signi�cantly increase the accuracy of demand forecasting and inventory replenishment capacity.
Maersk, a world-renowned shipping company, is working with MM to establish an alliance chain among customs, ports, freight forwarders and agents to track
the dynamic information of tens of millions of shipping containers in real time. The technology is expected to save about $1.0 billion for Maersk's shipping
business.55

From three aspects: object dimension, attribute dimension and function dimension,the overall model of supply chain logistics information resources
management can be analysed 55

Block chains have transformed the “information ownership model” from single owner ownership to “account information shared by all participants”
throughout the life cycle of the transaction.

It is based on the state of information rather than the transmission of information. In the past, vague information is now clearly visible. At the same time, the
block chain is the public issue of ledger, ledger is a decentralized structure, neither party has the ownership of ledger, nor can it manipulate data according to
their own wishes.

Both the Steel Company ( Raw Materials and Product Mix Grade ( Electrolytic Cleaning , Push and Pull Pickling , Moulding Finishing Lines ) and the
Automobile Company (Diesel Engine - Connecting Rod , Piston , Starter Solenoid , Starter Motor , Crankshaft , Crankpins , Push Rod , oil pan , oil drain plug , oil
screen assembly ; Axle – ring gears , spur gears and worm gears )  can allows every commodity to have a unique identity ID. Users get the goods, sweep this ID
can be traced back to the commodity's origin, raw materials, suppliers, storage, transportation, production and other information, and these information can
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not be tampered with. Because identity D is unique, fraud or fraud, or illegal transactions, can be detected. In addition, block chains also speed up the response
to emergencies.

Now hear Every Part of a Heavy duty Truck will “open up as data islands, link digital assets, and “build a new mode of supply chain �nance”.

Connect fragmented databases ( Engine Block , Axle , Gear Box , Propeller Shaft , Cabin and Cowling )  into a network, and to protect the private information of
enterprises in the supply chain through encryption algorithm.

Here the role of the Data Played becomes better , 

How Does The Automobile and the Steel Company stand to gain 

1. For example, the core enterprise ( truck manufacturing company ) can inform the supplier of the goods ( steel company ) producing “ultra-light thin panel
steel” needed, but will not disclose the speci�c name of the supplier to other enterprises ( tyres or battery or bearings or head or tail lights, disc or drum
brakes , upholstery items  , Windshield ) in the ecosystem.56

2. It Will help both the Truck Manufacturing Company and the Steel Company to explore and develop options for more possible uses like enterprises “to use
data for credit reporting”, thus “promoting the establishment and prosperity of large data trading market”.

How it will bene�t both the Truck Manufacturing Company and the Steel Company 

Develop Multi Center Access Points 

Each node in the block chain contains a complete set of data, which can be synchronized and checked in real time among multiple enterprises.

Data Stored is more secured 

Say if the information stored in one node is destroyed , the data security of the whole network will not be affected.

Low cost in disclosing data – create several layers or �lters for disclosing of data – “consensus module, certi�cate module, log module, memory pool module,
intelligent contract module, peer-to-peer computer network module, distributed data storage module, block management module,- to get the data �ltered out
from each module – “proper justi�cation has to be given”55

Like A tyre supplying company can in no way ever get to know the “terms of credit” and “periodic circles of purchase” when it comes to dealing with an
“battery procurement company”   

Like Even deals undertaken with Two Tyre supplying companies will be more “intelligently managed” based on actual needs , speci�c needs like  procurement
funds �nancing, warehouse receipt pledge �nancing, cross-enterprise points exchange , collaboration mechanism  separates the core and non-core processes
or things, and some simple routine queries, authentication and other operations are performed by ordinary nodes.55

Even smart contract governance can work with “actor certi�cation” , and scope to change the rules with some form of consensus process . A smart contract
between two trading partners can legally update the automated record of what goods were bought, sold, and delivered in real-time by end users across the line
of business.57

The idea of PoS ( Proof of stake ) consensus algorithm is to replace the Hash rate based on SHA256 with proof of stake.

Because of the large number of participating nodes, the low availability, and huge information amount, public block chain generally adopts consensus
algorithms such as proof of workload (PoW), proof of stake (PoS) and DPoS – Deligated Proof Of Stake 

Compared with PoW ( Proof of Workload)  that requires a great deal of computational power, PoS requires only a small amount of computing time and ability
to ensure the normal operation of the block chain..

Inter-Organizational Barriers : 

Different privacy policies related to information and data usage and release in supply chains might lead to new challenges for data sharing between
partners57

What will be “challenges for the truck manufacturing company and the steel company”   in implementing Blockchain . 

Both the truck manufacturing company and the steel company will have to “identify as to how a platform based ecosystem” has to be created with each
having a different group of actors around themselves with rules governing interactions .The “level of openness” and the “level of fair value to be captured” has
to be accessed from time to time  against three overarching governance mechanisms: access ( decisions taken are transparent to every actor in the
infrastructure ) , control ( a central consensus ledger mirrored across every node) and incentive ( facilitate innovate outputs with more new parties interacting
and co-creating value ).58  

Both The truck manufacturing company and the steel company can look forward to have an “IoT layer, data layer, contract layer and business layer”. The
proposed model is expected to serve as digital identity and help in real-time quality monitoring, logistics planning, and contract automation.
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All the departments ( Engine Block , Axle , Gear Box , Propeller Shaft , Cabin and Cowling ) and ( Hot Rolled , Cold Rolled  Blast Furnace , Finishing and
Roughing lines  )  can use additive manufacturing in a more “documentable and attributable” way like “using unique ID” by eliminating the possibility of
counterfeit items entering the supply chain.

Even Things like the body frame material say for an Axle or Cabin can be procured from the sheet metal designing team using (Autonomous Decentralized
Peer-to-Peer Telemetry) low-cost way to initiate the smart contract-based order to procure the product and later pay accordingly an example cross enterprise
collaboration . 59

Bayesian Networks (BNs) ( Probability- probabilistic causal relationships ) , hybrid Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) method, and Cyber-Physical 3D
Printer (CP3DP) can bring in more changes 

Now in the data layer we have Both users ( truck and the steel company ) and other services in the cloud querying the knowledge model through the inference
engine , A hybrid MCDM method is then applied to help customers explore the “option space and �nd the most suitable services” have a design assistance
module “optimise the structure of design models” for different purposes like It need not be that the truck and the steel will be dealing only with themselves ,
like Gearbox Department can contact the piston manufacture or the crankshaft making company or proposing new changes in the design with respect to the
“changes in the model and the haulage capacity of the truck”  or the Cold Rolled Department can contact the white goods manufacture ( refrigerators and
washing machines )  for supply of coated skin panels .60

We ( both the Truck manufacturing and the steel making company ) can use deterministic manufacturing time where more than one server in general ( M/D/n)
 queuing system with multi-level arrival rates supported with FIFO (�rst input �rst output) rule is used to bring down the total sojourn time , applicable to both
Truck Manufacturing Company and the steel company as both have   like in case of regional distribution centres for design and assembly  or locations for
other services .61   

AM ( Additive Manufacturing )  empty capacity can be allocated to other jobs ( like Truck making company instead of manufacturing tractor trailers can utilise
its “assembly line” , it can look forward to make Car Transporters or Oil Tankers  if there is not much difference in terms of speci�cs of geometry like rear
driven axles are used for all kinds of trucks , or a Steel Company can use Cold Rolled Sheets to design panels for Water Coolers , Geysers etc concern is
 speci�cs of geometry , cost if capacity utilisation, raw material usage and pre- and post-processing is not that much related 62

Block Chain can shape innovation and competition manufacturing by “verifying the state” and “bootstrap in a market” without the help of any centralized
intermediator .63 

Both the truck company and the steel company approaches to the exchange of digital assets  like developing “more new formal representations of real things”
the problems relating to dealing with the manufacturing of a new prototype ( like on Fused Deposition Method) instead of going alone and producing it serially
like sharing of data on technical objects ( particle diameter distribution , volumetric air , gas �ow rate) methods ( con�guration, selection of settings ) used64 

When it comes to using of hypoid gears and rear-differential assemblies ( layer thickness, printing temperature and speed on the tensile properties ) that are
used in propeller shafts based on ( strength/weight ratio , ID (In�ll density) (No. of shells) TBSL (Top-bottom solid layer))65

and owning the data shared like what kind of Carbon Reinforced Fibre Plastic ( CRFP) thickness bonding  be used on steel grades like “SM45C” given the load
in the section of tensile yielding or where should a hole in the crack be placed 66

And how to manage meaning of the data across the organisation ,keeping  a “handle on the business meanings of “information artefacts” across the
enterprise .67 

Like For Eg , Both the Truck Manufacturing Company and the Steel Company can invest in “Unspeci�ed selective laser melting prototype production systems”,
Renishaw AM250 selective laser melting (SLM) system,  in each others facilities, exchange data on “etching and metallographic imaging of the samples” and
exchange information67

like which province or country has different weight limits , rules on “spreading truck poundage over multiple axles with certain minimum distances” for
protecting bridge spans and road pavements68

Developing Prototypes

Patterns of Machine Operation 

Wherein the degree of utilization of the available build space, distinguishing in this research between single part (“1P”) and full build (“FULL”) con�gurations.69

The design process for Prototype development has got some basic principles to be followed , Equitable use ( no discrimination)  , Flexible  to be used, Simple
and intuitive use ( regardless of the regardless of the user's experience or knowledge ) . Perceptible Information( The product communicates necessary
information to the user) Tolerance for Error ( minimizes hazards and the adverse consequences of accidental or unintended actions) Requires Less Physical
effort , Appropriate size and space is provided to ful�l the approach to and use it regardless of user's body size, posture, or mobility.70

Prototypes should create room  for practicing differentiated instruction (DI) connecting concepts, integrates beliefs of constructivism, contextually assess
students’ realistic learning circumstances:  dimensions of goal orientation, self-e�cacious attribution
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Now if Innovation is a concern then compatibility , perceived use of usefulness., sense of self-e�cacy in adopting an operation or technology has to be looked
into , so if we talk of 3D printing that brings together three different technologies, i.e.” information, advanced materials and digital manufacturing” 72

can work for us if we investigate factors like “size, weight, height, stance, and gait”.73

To understand “stress and map movements” for any part of the body or object we can look forward to use 3D models to understand “ why there are no straight
times in gravity as spacetime itself is curved” ,or debate “on extra dimensions as to why big particles like quarks , leptons, electrons cannot leave the surface
when electromagnetic or nuclear forces of all kind act upon which we call it   BRANE that vibrates through space “or use Photons as a little string over Grand
Uni�ed Theory 74 (Interview with Nobel Laureate Theoretical physicist Sean Carroll, PhD)74 ,

Or get even close to understanding why singularity of a black brane is not a point like a black hole because of the electromagnetic charges it carries with itself 

If we talk of machines can we look beyond “faster deposition” , “use liquid as an interface” , print electronic circuitry onto the walls of objects. In fact truck
manufacturing can get generative designs for body-styling, engine block , chassis development  from “attributes speci�ed” and thereafter successive designs
can be built upon optimizing on performance and cost through softwares . 75

Or in the steel industry should a new layer be printed and applied to the underlying layer by means of sintering, melting, polymerizing or other processes where
just through light beam (eg, a laser beam) or an electron beam we consolidate the layers but how do we energy‐process each single layer by moving the
substrate and recoating it is a question and more so the challenge becomes interesting we use this same laser beam to solidify powders as a feedstock to
process layers in the bed for fusion or compactation through heat or pressure 76

Even gathering real time data on “thermal history of thin wall builds” with microstructure should not surprise us if our machines , prototypes and processes
have to investigate the “material properties as they can effect the mechanical properties of the �nal product. 77

Basic principles of light like beams used for polishing that re-melts the surface of machined metal or how can we use . 78

Or how can we use electrical discharges to give shape to a metal and how important will “dispersion of energy” in this  spectroscopy analysis will matter when
it comes deciding on roughness and roundness 79

When it comes to consuming of energy where do we move the printing bed underneath the dryer to evaporate the undesired binder or �x the controller of the
belt system to be driven by a step motor and in in this how does geometry  and orientation in Binder Jetting (BJT) goes hand in hand80 

Now for tolerating movements on the joints of the beads our ability to “direct the transfer of heat” to cure and shape , design experiments , improve
crystallization for in-process treated samples and discover ways to increase thermal stability .81 

Even so while building body frames and chassis parts of trucks can we measure “longitudinal gradients” spanwise velocity variants that affect the streamwise
heat �ux and thus the buoyancy effect in the TKE ( total kinetic energy)   budget equation , because gentle or steep slopes and speed of winds can cause the
truck which has a physical property under turbulence anisotropy  to assume different properties in different directions as opposed to isotropy. Therefore the
need for a “multi-resolution decomposition on a stable boundary-layer dataset” becomes necessary82 

For CFD can also be used to improve laser- and non-laser-based metal Additive Manufacturing processes, including Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB),
Directed Energy Deposition (DED), Binder Jetting (BJT) and Material Extrusion (MEX).

https://www.metal-am.com/metal-additive-manufacturing-magazine/

There are a couple of different ways to measure a proton's charge radius. One is to bounce other charged particles off the proton and infer its size by
measuring the de�ections. Another is to look at how the proton's charge in�uences the behavior of an electron orbiting it in a hydrogen atom, which consists of
only a single proton and electron. The energy difference between different orbitals is the product of the proton's charge radius.

The new work is largely an improved version of past experiments in that it measures a speci�c “orbital transition in standard hydrogen composed of an
electron and a proton”. To begin with, the hydrogen itself was brought to a very low temperature by passing it through an extremely cold metal nozzle on its
way into the vacuum container where the measurements were made. This limits the impact of thermal noise on the measurements.

The second improvement is that the researchers worked in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum, where shorter wavelengths helped improve the precision. They
measured the wavelength of the photons emitted by the hydrogen atoms using what's called a frequency comb, which produces photons at an evenly spaced
series of wavelengths that act a bit like the marks on a ruler. All of this helped measure the orbital transition with a precision that was 20 times more accurate
than the team's earlier effort.

The result the researchers get disagrees with earlier measurements of normal hydrogen (though not a more recent one). And it's much, much closer to the
measurements made using muons orbiting protons. So, from the perspective of quantum mechanics being accurate, this is good news.83

Diesel Engine – Since Combustion Engine is the most expensive part of the Truck , therefore we need to give it some importance 84

Should Eddy Breakup Model be used by  the intermixing of cold reactants with hot combustion products or should a “�ame surface density transport
equation” be used against differing levels of engine load , where errors against  the mean effective pressure , % of indicated e�ciency, % of maximum cylinder
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pressure and how does a difference even for delay in 1 CAD ( Crank angle degree)   matter . 85

Should exhaust gas be used to meet the load of the engine while it is being blown down or emptied out when air pressure is controlled through a “late intake
valve”   86. 

Improvement of instantaneous turbine e�ciency through late intake valve phase (LIVP) in a turbocharged-gasoline direct injection (T-GDI) engine.

Why not use a  multi-dimensional computational �uid dynamics (CFD) code with a genetic algorithm (GA)to monitor Soot formation , timing to inject gas and
diesel and set the nozzle holes for both based on the circumference and the angle incident to the re�ected ray that any given sample represents 87

Should we �nd out what accelerates �ame propagation like ( n -butanol, sec-butanol, and iso-butanol)  and what shortens the duration for the combustion and
affect particulate number (PN) based on different injection process timings  and consume less fuel , less CO, unburnt hydrocarbon , even which can be the
attributed to the shift in the local mixture of air owing to highly sooty peninsula with the cooling effect of Exhaust Gas Rate 88

Opening ourselves to having “less energy dissipating turbulence models” {Zimont Turbulent Flame Speed Closure Method (ZTFSC) and Extended Coherent
Flamelet Method (ECFM)} such as “scale resolving simulation (SRS)” can work if we able to measure concentration of the species and the pattern of the �ame
or the temperature closure to the injection model of the combustor 89

Open Cost Modelling
If we are serious about the Cost of Obtaining Usable Datasets then we must pay attention to the idea of identifying the “out-of-working range parameters”

In the process we need to �nd out the “optimum level of independent variables” to obtain “the most acceptable responses on the dependent variable” and
“maximizing the overall desirability of the responses in the range of the independent variables”90

In the area of Engine block development - "antimatter" can be used to detect �aws and impurities on surface panels ,Here all of them - Engine Block Designer ,
Body Frame designer can share data with the Sheet Metal Designer 

AR ( Augmented Reality) , VR ( Virtual Reality ) and MR ( Mixed Reality)  can use "Antiproton Projections" - like whether shooting of an anti-proton beam on a
particular casting make sense given its density91 

Conduct studies on key commonalities between apparently distinct forces and particles, symmetries inherent in the ways that the known particles transform
from one to another92.

Just think what will happen to an engine block surface if particles used on the panels react to electromagnetic forces and get charged or develops an
electromagnetic �eld and can interact with charges and currents , it can jeopardize movements of the truck or any other automobile vehicle .93 

Unless the distribution of the �eld is identi�ed and thereafter be guided . AR , VR and MR projections will not be able to reasonably provide us with data   to
magnify or enhance signals to   study thermal contrast of omnidirectional micro fatigue cracks of different surfaces 94

Things can get worse if the engine block or body frame if exposed to cosmic rays which on "Antimatter collision" can produce pairs of pions, unstable particles
that quickly can decay into positrons, electrons, neutrinos and antineutrinos;95

Even from a thundercloud  electrons bumping into an atomic nuclei in air molecules can emit gamma rays and form pairs of particles , electrons and their
antimatter twins, positrons and in this just think if gamma ray photons interacting with  atomic nuclei on gaining energy from the electric �eld will make the
positrons run away , electron and positrons having opposite electric charges will create discharges and with this comes in harmful effects making the vehicle
not �t to be touched upon96 

Just think if feedback is obtained on “build rate and the height deposition of the laser scan” then obviously we can map the “level of energy density” and the
width of the deposited layer that decreases with the number of deposited layers, resulting in triangular shaped cross-sections of walls / sheets of a metal.97 

Understand through Terrain And Subsurface Modelling { Integrated Digital Delivery}   , 2D /3D Design Review , 4D/5D construction Modelling { Digital
Work�ows and Capabilities } Immersive Visualization ( AR /VR / MR) ( Immersive Digital Operations ) where repeated melting of the surface removes pores in
Direct Energy Deposition98 , where to lower the melt pool temperature in case if the truck has to pass through a pool of water that affects the hydrodynamic
stability owing to poor temperature gradient leading to the breakup of the molten body frame surface.99 

Get more feedback on dark matter particles, intense particle beams and where powerful accelerators should be used to create new particles to be used in the
making of a body frame . 100

Now collaboration between cross industry teams is possible through Cloud A360 but   the question is how productive it is when tools like Filter, Auditor, Tipline,
Home (Parent app with activity tracking) , Go ( parental monitoring from any location)  and Visitor Management are installed .101

Because parameters for quality of service (QoS) for every application has to be identi�ed based on the model for application ( like something based on thread
, task , map reduce , bag of tasks or sweep tasks , where streams have to be processed , messages have to be passed ,graphs have to be processed )  , type of
workload ( batch styles and critical initiatives can be different ) and the kind of architecture102 
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Or lets even think if sensitive information like use of a laser induced plasma ignition system to assist on the combustion of blends of fuels with less reactivity
than pure diesel.

Now if a 100 GB thermal Image data of a single-track thin wall of a would-be combustion chamber is to be shared and if the melt pool cannot be detected
because of “low level of signal-to-noise ratio” and missed temperature readings103 

then where to place the Crank Angle Degree to arrest  “blend ignition delay” and “�ame lift-off length” cannot be discussed . 104

To think further If let us imagine how can lasers be used in fabricating parts of sheet metal as well in igniting the combustion of blended fuels , here both the
steel company and the truck manufacturing company can discuss ways how to create a signal or make use of photons like by using a continuous wave
optical parametric oscillator that converts the photons Into a visible range of spectrum ( 450–650 nm). , Here the steel company gets to create a Sheetmetal
with thickness less than 1.6 mm and use it to create the surface for carbon nanotubes microscopic structures that can be used to house electrical wirings in
the truck . In this case the basic principle will be to “excite the local plasmons on the  surface” and create a “strong magnetic �eld” that which also enhances
the incoming and Raman-scattered radiation by orders of magnitude.105 

The best example is that of creating large arrays that can stack batteries 106, 

Or studying the method of in�uence coe�cients (MIC), like change of lengths of the springs attached from initial state to equilibrium state or when two parts
are assembled, the initial lengths of the springs can be de�ned as the distances of the de�ned points from ideal surface to the surface of deviation .  So that
the negative value of the length is to be allowed in this modelling and thereafter hold discussions regarding geometric variations of mating surfaces directly
affecting the angular errors around X-axis and Y-axis between two parts.107

Standardization of Documents and Processes :108

Two Approaches : 

a) Intelligent Push – Self Organizing Network 

b) Centralized Data Center 

In this Self Organizing Network both the Steel and the truck manufacturing company apart from having Digital Twins and Point Numbered Clouds , they can
use   QL-SON ( Question Learning -Self Organising  Method   )   systems wherein “scenarios can be mapped according to indices of functionalities” identi�ed .
  

The Structure is clear with 5 step process 

1. Self Organizing Network Functions , 2) States ( mobility status because of queueing issues ) 3) Solutions , a) those identi�ed , b) still being looked into as
answers have not yet been found  and c) those capable of justifying the scope of the assets ) 4) Multi-agent Question Learning with rewards and
alternatives ( Radio Link Failure degradation and ping-pong handovers) 

 Self Organizing Network Functions Approach : 

   Here handovers can be both horizontal ( within the same network ) or vertical ( different networks with decision trees working ) 

handover (HHO) deals with the transfer of ongoing sessions within the same technology or the same network, while vertical handover (VHO) happens between
cells of different technologies.110

Centralized Data centre Approach to help big sized trucks to run in smart cities , lessen impact on roads and bridges , compliment railways by loading on to
themselves without any problem 111

Centralized Data set on “advanced materials and componentry”

Both the Steel and the truck making company to have easy access to heavy truck development data like –like compliant series of lifter axles like   compliant
tie rod (CTR) with “ PerfecTrak” Technology , axle spacing , bolt patterns , torque rods , transverse rods that  absorb braking, acceleration and cornering forces
to further improve handling. Variable rate rubber spring systems 

Here the focus will be on going in for weight saving designs 

If Spares made of steel without tungsten and cobalt can be used in Aerospace like grade AF-9628 then why can we not try-out some more research in the
constructing the body frame for the 112

Valves used in the cylinder , 

The logic is can a new hot rolled grade  be created with a unique combination of properties for “maximised hole expansion” and “edge ductility", like tensile
strength exceeding exceed 800 and 1,000 megapascals (MPa) to be used for chassis applications113 
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Long Chassis Truck manufactures can look into migrating to high-strength steels  ( (carbon-manganese, bake hard enable and high-strength, low-alloy
steels)from traditional mild steels in their designs . 114

A few key measurements of mechanical properties are determined in a tensile test. Yield strength is a measure of the strength level at which steel starts to
permanently deform. This is an important metric in sheet metal forming and also for the onset of a crash. By changing this value during repair, we  may affect
the performance of safety-critical components like an airbag sensor. Elongation is a measure of the “amount  of stretch” in the steel before fracture occurs.
Decreasing elongation by a repair procedure can affect the amount of total energy the repaired component can absorb. The total strength of a material before
the failure is the ultimatetensile strength (UTS). If this value is lowered during repair, the part may fail at a lower force than initially designed for the vehicle.
Strength values are measured in force (newton) over area (meters squared) and reported in units of megapascal (MPa).115

Even Hot / Cold Straightening and welding methods can also be assessed in identifying

He also asked OEMs to provide details on potential repair methods in real value to the repairer community.116

Here value can also be accessed in terms of the position in turbo brake �ttings when a blade ring in the turbocharger slides forward, redirects air�ow against
the turbine blade and accelerates the turbine wheel, thus increasing the air mass �ow and compression brake power.117

Other techniques include like increasing the number of valves in the cylinder for better engine breathing or should a gear driven air compressor with an idle
feature be there to bring down the horsepower drain 117

Techniques like improved hill-climbing capability with A comparatively high-output turbocharger to quickly respond to the throttle, so that strong acceleration
can be provided  to get heavy loads moving.

Apart from this joystick-type controls like enhanced steering geometry120 with reengineering of the Bridgemaster axle;

Improved axle design. The axle has been redesigned to improve steering. Ackerman steering arms angled outside of the center of the king pin allow the axle to
accurately track the chassis. The result is reportedly tighter turning geometry, improved handling, and less wear on tires and axle components. In addition, the
fenders over the rear steering axle turn with the axle.117

Improvement in “I beam” of the steel grade 700 L can be effective in reducing the weight of the chassis instead of using Q345 having the same kind of
strength in   bending and capacity of the �ange , the only point being here is that the thickness gets reduced to 8mm and 4 mm respectively .118

Create Alloys of weight saving materials 

The Bridgemaster assembly is fastened with HuckBolts, rather than welded to the frame rails, so it can be removed easily for maintenance. With more gripping
power than �ne-thread bolts, developers report, HuckBolts resist vibrations and can be accurately torqued for enhanced longevity. The model is available with
drum sizes rated for 9 to 14 yd. and available on a choice of commercial chassis, including Mack, International and Kenworth. Four, �ve, six and seven-axle
con�gurations are available to comply with state-speci�c federal bridge law formulas.117

Explore in which way can Steel Grades like Q235 and Q345 be used for further improvement in the construction of trailer chassis of a truck .118 

Carry Out More Research on Steel Grades like HSLA 340 , FB450 , FB600/DP 600 , B800/DP800 , 590 CL119 

Limitations Of The Paper
Much of the ideas in this paper has been taken from secondary sources like journals and information available on the internet whereas executives from  the
steel ,truck and spare parts manufacturing companies have hardly been interviewed .

Because from interviewing at least  the “range of tasks yet to be performed by a truck”  or the kind of steel required for the development of lighter and a
sturdier chassis could have been known , more no of applications could have been thought of , for more number of specialized behaviours . 

The subject on Mechatronics has not been touched like how can a switch trace the “variable amplitude” adaptively in different vibration situations while
bringing less damping to the system dynamics as possible. Its all about analysing energy currents for different parameters where oscillator's slow responses
and the relaxation process of the viscous materials reduce switching phase mismatches . 121

On manufacturing process capability indexes (PCIs)122 nothing has been touched 

As to how worldwide availability of production data can be made available For example, as the lead plant for compact models, the said truck manufacturing
plant is able to access production data from all the other plants including the steel company’s  furnace charging and colour coating , galvanizing ,
hydrotesting sheet programs and the spare parts companies delivery schedules  like batteries , steering systems , bearings , braking systems , tyres , paints  in
the worldwide production network, e.g. the concerned Truck Manufacturing company on receiving inputs would even be far more well equipped to reprogram
its robots in operation as the materials start arriving .123 

This paper does not talk of Machines assisting their users i.e. the path to be followed by lightweight robots can be generated by “demonstration”, i.e. the
worker leads the robots and the machine learns the path123  
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So latest techniques like Turtle Diagrams and "Verband der Automobilindustrie - Flächenschnittstelle", which translates to the "automotive industry association
- surface data interface" German quality management system standard need to be used which this paper124 

This paper does not think of the bringing about changes in the way machines work like recon�guring machine tools on a modular basis .125

Like where IoT ( Internet of Things ) can be used from the making of an event to that of sourcing ideas from the platforms of Communities of Practitioners
(CoP)126  

So on so forth we have not thought of having “a fuzzy control system  developed to determine when to re-balance the assembly line and how to adjust the
production rates to smooth the workloads of the workstations “ while assembling the parts of a truck 127

On the issue of disposal of waste ,the paper does not talk of any kind of routing programs to handle dissembles and regular usable items based on single-
component distribution, multi-component distribution, inventory cost, and multi-period conditions.128

When it comes to scheduling does this paper look at the problem of constraint between ladle cranes in a steel melting shop , a ladle crane in a steel industry
cannot be easily moved upon from one place to another �lled with molten iron to the basic oxygen furnace (BOF) because of a station-capacity constraint,
and added to these will be  jobs with inaccurate release times and different temporal scheduling objectives. The issue here is how far is the “crane trajectory
solution” of steel industry’s blast furnace division   heuristically aligned to coordinate and match the frequency of work with the Robotic Arms being used in
the assembly line of a truck manufacturing company on a real time basis .129 

This paper talks of using photons but how less expensive it is when it comes to producing hydrogen  when we see that fossil fuel reforming and biomass
gasi�cation can produce cheaper hydrogen e�ciently. It should not surprise us that all what a truck would need a motor where where power is generated by
the process of reacting hydrogen atoms with oxygen atoms using a fuel cell stack having a tank for storing hydrogen with high-power density batteries but
what will happen to investments we make in creating the castings , dies and the moulds for making of the   engines, fuel tanks, and transmissions when they
are no longer to be needed with this new technology coming in which this paper does not address at all 130

Future Directions 

The most important area lies in how Both the steel and the truck manufacturing company can carry out joint studies on the motion of the particle like photons
  that depend on the impact parameter and the effective potential where it can be plotted for parameters of different states 

Because some components whether connected to the engine or the chassis of a truck vibrate and what “if light is to be used as a resource to communicate
between the said  components” and eventually de�ects owing to differences in  distances between the events those that take place at the   horizon and those
that are being observed (near cosmological horizon) wherein a layer of outer communication comes in with “different orders of intensities” that tells us that
we need to calculate “  stress–energy tensor” that is commonly averages across all directions  be it the velocity at which light  travels  , or the trajectory it takes
or the equatorial plane on which it travels , how do pro�les of accretion in�uence light’s propagation , And if use photons then we should understand that rays
of photon’s light intersect the plane of the disk three or more times than that of the rays of light of a lensing ring that that intersect the plane . Thus, the
trajectory of the photon becomes   important to distinguish the photon ring from that of the lensing ring which has a higher spike in brightness 131.

So studies on Doppler Effect is required132 

and its effect on hearing or observing things from a distance133 

Conclusion
Though this paper tries to understand cross industry collaboration wherein a steel company gets to work along with a heavy truck manufacturing when it
comes to developing chassis " how important particle physics can be" when it comes to "masses and their interactions" that this paper discusses in “Genesis
or Core Material Information” and how to measure them .

And how " differences in body angles be it part wise or in full, velocity of directed actions " apart from this how kickstart counts, glide time, time to �ow within
the medium and drag forces, matter in the part that talks about “Kinematics”

Even in allocating resources also I learn how "a job on being divided into several independent small tasks interact with each other to process one block or set
of data, and thereafter how can multiple tasks can be executed in parallel,"component wise as it talks about creating an forwarding information table in the
portion “ Connecting Parts”

Hence the larger picture is that Factors like time, frequency ,range and rules set does matter so developing “Prototypes” becomes necessary .
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